Ever Increasing Number of the Animal Model Systems for Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder: Attention, Please.
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Abstract – Attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by hyperactivity, inattention, and impulsiveness. Current estimates suggest that 4-12% of school age children are affected by ADHD, which hampers proper social relationship and achievements in school. Even though the exact etiology of the disorder is still in the middle of active investigation, the availability of pharmacological treatments for the disorder suggest that at least the symptoms of ADHD are manageable. To develop drugs with higher efficacy and fewer side effects, it is essential to have appropriate animal models for in vivo drug screening processes. Good animal models can also provide the chances to improve our understanding of the disease processes as well as the underlying etiology of the disorder. In this review, we summarized current animal models used for ADHD research and discussed the point of concerns about using specific animal models.
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INTRODUCTION

Even though the pharmacological treatments of ADHD is feasible by using CNS stimulants such as methylphenidate and recently launched nonstimulant atomoxetine, not much details are known about the ADHD. For example, three core symptoms of ADHD such as inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsiveness themselves often found in other neuropsychiatric disorders, and this make it difficult to correctly diagnose ADHD. ADHD is categorized into three subtypes: predominantly inattentive subtype, predominantly hyperactive/impulsive subtype, and combined subtype (Taylor et al., 1998).

In most of the cases, ADHD prevalence reach up to 4-12% depending on epidemiological studies conducted (American Academy of Pediatrics, 2008). The outbreak of ADHD is observed predominantly in children under age 7, and sometimes it persists into adolescence and adult period. Majority of ADHD affected children have memory problems and behave aggressively, which makes them subject to peer rejection and poor performance in school. In addition, affected children often have substance abuse problem (Barkley, 1997) and can not adjust themselves, and this occasionally leads to alienation of their family members from the society. Although it is getting clear that ADHD is a neurodevelopmental disorder in which genetic and environmental factors are involved, the molecular basis of ADHD is still unclear. Development of appropriate animal models is essential for the diagnosis and intervention of ADHD as well as for the development of new therapeutical agents. The drug market for ADHD currently reaches 20-30 billion dollars per year, which is comparable to that of Alzheimer's disease. The number of currently available animal models for ADHD counts more than 20, which are developed by genetic manipulation or acquired by nature. They have pros and cons in their applications. The characteristics of those animal models are summarized as follows.

KEY SYMPTOMS OF ADHD

ADHD is characterized with three core symptoms listed
below, although subtypes of disorder exist with one or two core symptoms are missing. The definition and characteristics of the three core symptoms are as follows:

1) Hyperactivity
Hyperactivity is not evident in novel environment but becomes predominant after repeated exposure to same environment. Hyperactivity is relatively easy symptoms to detect. In human patient, actigraph can be used to determine the level of activity over sustained period of time. In animal studies, activity can be monitored using an open-field activity chamber.

2) Inattention
Attention is the cognitive process of selectively concentrating on one aspect of the environment while ignoring other things. Several mode of attention has been described including focused attention, sustained attention and selective attention etc. In ADHD patients, sustained attention deficit is evident when the inter-stimuli interval is long. In preclinical test, inattention is often tested as a slow reaction times and inaccurate reaction in an operant tasks.

3) Impulsivity
The impulsivity is commonly defined as acting before forethought, which is usually consists either "impulsive action" or "delay aversion". These two categories of impulsivity are interpreted as the lack of inhibition of behavior or the intolerance to delayed reward. The impulsivity usually determined by experimental paradigms like 5-choice serial reaction task (5-CSRT) or delayed reinforcement tasks.

ANIMAL MODELS OF ADHD

Spontaneously Hypertensive rats
Spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHR) have been regarded one of the best model for human ADHD. Albeit the different opinion in the extent of the validity of the model (van den Bergh et al., 2006), SHR shows hyperactivity in familiar places when reinforcers are infrequent, inattentive behavior, which exemplifies with the decreased learning ability in operant tasks as well as impulsivity, which means that they can not wait for larger reward and inhibit a response during the extinction phase of an operant tasks (Sagvolden, 2000). One of the drawbacks using SHR is that SHR develops hypertension, which may compound the interpretation of the experimental data. However, hypertension usually develops later in life, typically after 6 weeks, which make it possible to use SHR in 3-5 weeks of age, which corresponds to child and adolescent period of human. Another criticism is that the mother strain of SHR, Wistar Kyoto Rats (WKY), which is used as a control when using SHR, has reduced ability to learn a new task in behavioral tests. These reports suggest that SHR is a good but not perfect model for ADHD, which makes the need for new model development for ADHD study as a still ongoing demands.

To be a good animal model, the genetic basis of the disorder should be recapitulated in the animal model of ADHD. In ADHD patients, genetic differences in dopamine system, including D1 and D5 receptors as well as dopamine transporter (DAT) has been suggested. In imaging studies, DAT has been observed to be increased in the striatum of ADHD patients even though controversy still exist in the DAT changes in human brain. Interestingly, reduced DAT1 expression in the midbrain during the 1st postnatal month and increased expression in adult SHR midbrain has been observed suggesting possible DAT involvement in the development of ADHD symptoms in SHR (Watanabe et al., 1997; Leo et al., 2003). In the forebrain of adolescent SHR, it was observed that DAT protein expression is slightly increased (our unpublished results), which also support the DAT involvement in ADHD both in human and SHR. For extended reading, a recent thorough review describing the neurochemical and neurobiological features of SHR is available (Russell, 2007).

Coloboma mice
The coloboma mice (cm−/−) is another model system of ADHD. Coloboma mice has ‘synaptosome-associated protein of 25000 daltons’ (SNAP-25) deficiency, which is involved in the regulation of neurotransmitters as well as membrane trafficking of receptors including N-methyl-D-aspartic acid (NMDA) receptors. It has been suggested that Human ADHD also displays polymorphism of SNAP-25 (Mill et al., 2002). In general, coloboma mice has been regarded to reflect hyperactivity form of ADHD but not inattentive or impulsive behavior, although it has been argued recently that these mice showed impulsivity and impaired inhibition in a delayed reinforcement task (Bruno et al., 2006). In addition, SNAP-25 should affect the release of several different kinds of neurotransmitters all at the same time. Why it shows ADHD behavior is a still unanswered question.

Dopamine transporter knockout mice
DAT knockout mice shows hyperactivity (Trinh et al.,
2003), although human ADHD usually shows increased DAT level in the striatum (Cheon et al., 2003). It is still enigmatic why these mice shows hyperactivity. Even with the increased extracellular concentration of dopamine (DA) in DAT knockout mice, the phasic release of DA is decreased in these mice (Gainetdinov et al., 1999) and postsynaptic density of dopamine receptor D1 (DRD1) and D2 (DRD2) is decreased, which may indicate hypofunctional DA system. The imbalance of norpinephrine (NE)/DA system, i.e. increased NE and decreased DA function has been suggested as a definitive parameters of ADHD-like behavior in SHR (Russell et al., 2005). The hyperactivity of DAT knockout mice is reduced by serotonin transporter (SERT1) inhibitor as well as serotonergic agonists, while SSRI has only marginal effect, if any, in human ADHD symptoms. Making the story more complex, an antagonist against serotonin receptor 2A (5-HT2A receptor) improves hyperactivity of DAT knockout mice. Further studies should be ensued to investigate the possible role of serotonergic system in the regulation of ADHD phenotypes.

**Mutant thyroid hormone mice**

Mice expressing mutant form of human thyroid receptor β1 (TRβ1) shows transient increase in TSH during early phase of life, after which thyroid hormone (TH) level was normalized when they reach adulthood (Siesser et al., 2006). Because TH has been implicated in the development of nervous system including DA system, it is not surprising to see the TH mutant mice develops all three symptoms of ADHD, i.e. hyperactivity, inattention and impulsivity. In human, children with elevated thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) and resistance to TH show signs of ADHD (Burd et al., 2003). Obviously, mutant TH mice model is among the growing list of animal models for ADHD and further study should follow to prove the validity of this animal model for the study of ADHD.

**Brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) knockout mice**

Largely based on the fact that ADHD is one of the neuromotor disorders, many researchers focused on the role of neurotrophic factors in the pathogenesis of ADHD. It has been suggested that BDNF may play important role in ADHD (Tsai et al., 2007) based on several genetic and experimental observations such as hyperactivity of BDNF knockout animals. There is comorbidity between ADHD and major depression, which may imply that they have common etiological basis including reduced BDNF. When it proved real, it may provide a new direction for the development of new therapeutic reagents against ADHD.

**Neuropeptide Y (NPY) Y2 receptor knockout mice**

NPY Y2 receptors play an important role in anxiety-related behaviors, which may affect cognitive functions including attention. In a study designed to investigate the role of NPY Y2 receptor deletion in mice on visual attention and response control using 5-choice serial reaction time (5-CSRT) task, it has been suggested that these mice show reduced attention as well as higher level of impulsivity (Greco and Carli, 2006). Considering the adverse behavior is improved by anti-anxiolytic drugs, it may be possible to use this animal model for ADHD especially with anxiety co-morbidity, which awaits further investigation.

**Wiggling (WIG) rats**

WIG rats has been suggested to be a model of ADHD because it showed hyperactivity. Kamimura et al. found spontaneously hyperactive animals designated as “wiggling,” in a strain of the Long-Evans Cinnamon (LEC) rats, and established a congenic WIG rat (Kamimura et al., 2001). Although the usefulness of the model has been challenged (Sagvolden et al., 2005), the same group recently reported interesting omics results, which may need further attention (Hirano et al., 2008).

**Naples high-excitability rats**

These animals are selectively bred for high activity and have higher DAT and tyrosine hydroxylase level in prefrontal cortex. It has been suggested as a good model for inattentive subtypes of ADHD because it did not show impulsivity and hyperactivity (Viggiano et al., 2002).

**Wistar-Kyoto hyperactive rats**

These animals were bred-out for the isolation of hyperactivity from hypertension (Hendley and Ohlsson, 1991). It is not an ideal model for ADHD in that it shows hyperactivity in novel situation and is without impulsive behavior. It has been suggested that these animals have abnormalities in attentional processing (Chess et al., 2005).

**Poor 5-CSRT performers**

5-CSRT quantify attentional deficits in ADHD and schizophrenia and assesses sustained attention over a 30 min or so test session (for a methodological and theoretical reviews, see Robbins, 2002). In this test, rats are placed in an apparatus with five holes, each equipped
with light and small size food is dropped when the animal pokes its nose to the hole after stimulus light is on. The animal should wait until the light’s on and any premature trial to gain the food droplet is considered as a “premature response”, which indicates impulsive behavior. Poor performers of this task may provide useful model for ADHD, especially inattentive subtype, because it showed inattention, impulsivity but not hyperactivity. The animal of choice for the selection of poor performers is rat although mice can be used for 5-CSRT (Greco and Carli, 2006)

 Phenylketonuria

 Children with phenylketonuria shows characteristic ADHD behavior. Phenylketonuria patients have elevated level of phenylalanine in the blood and reduced tyrosine and tryptophan level, which impairs normal supply of several amine neurotransmitters. BTBR Pahenu2 (PKU) mouse has been shown to closely mimic the anatomical, neurochemical and metabolic phenotypes of human phenylketonuria (Sarkissian et al., 2000). It is remained to be examined whether these animal can be used as a model of ADHD.

 Neurofibromatosis-1

 Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a genetic disorder associated with cognitive deficits, learning problems with other medical complications. Clinical observations have linked NF1 and ADHD. NF1 is caused by mutations in the NF1 gene and it would be of interest to find out whether NF1 mutant mice show similar characteristics of ADHD. Recent reports that a 3-hydroxy-3-methyl-glutaryl-CoA (HMG-CoA) reductase inhibitor, lovastatin, decreased the enhanced brain p21Ras-MAPK activity of the nf1+/- mice, rescued their long term potentiation (LTP) deficits, and reversed their spatial learning and attention impairments (Li et al., 2005), may provide additional motivation to study these animal models.

 In utero exposure to alcohol

 Many factors other than genetic alteration may results in ADHD-like phenotypes. Rats received fetal alcohol exposure displays ADHD-like symptoms similar to human fetal alcohol syndrome (Hausknecht et al., 2005). It is assumed that dopamine transmission is impaired in this model of ADHD.

 In utero exposure to nicotine and nicotinic acetylcholine (nACh) receptor knockout mice

 Prenatal exposure to nicotine is one of the epidemiological risk factors of ADHD. Deletion mutant of the β2-nACh receptor produces ADHD symptoms in mice and it has been suggested that an agonist (RJR-2403 (N-methyl-4-(3-pyridinyl)-3-butene-1-amine), 1-10 mg/kg, s.c.) against α4β2-nACh receptor can prevent ADHD symptom (Ueno et al., 2002).

 Lead intoxication

 Lead intoxication has long been acknowledged as an environmental factor mediating human symptoms similar to ADHD (Nigg, 2008). Lead toxicity is especially important in young animals because of the irreversible damage during neural development. Among three core symptoms of ADHD, hyperactivity is most common and reliably observed in lead-exposed animals

 Polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)-exposed rats

 It is still controversial whether environmental pollutants like PCBs can cause ADHD-like symptoms in human. Nevertheless, rats administered PCBs showed impulsive behavior with hyperactivity but not defects in attention. Recently, it was shown that ontogenetic treatments with PCB congeners cause alterations in cerebellar Purkinje cell development (Kimura-Kuroda et al., 2007). More data is needed to use PCS-exposed rats as a reliable model for ADHD.

 Hyposexual rats

 It has been suggested that hyposexual male rats have problems in selective attention and show hyperactivity (Kohlert and Bloch, 1993). Considering ADHD is diagnosed before age 7 and the hyperactivity was not reversed by d-amphetamine, the validity of the model is questionable.

 Rats reared in social isolation

 Although it has been almost disputed that ADHD is induced by abnormal social interaction with other peoples surrounding the affected child, rats reared in isolation after weaning showed hyperactivity (Dalley et al., 2002) although there is no direct evidence that these animals also demonstrate inattention and impulsivity. Many reports suggest that neural development is affected by environmental enrichments. In many animal models reviewed above, it would be interesting to examine the effects of environmental enrichments on hyperactivity, impulsive behavior and inattention. In an experiment using SHR and WKY, rats were reared in an enriched environment or in isolation. Although there is no dramatic differences between groups, there is some differences in response kinetics and individual variation. Peer rejection
is commonly observed among ADHD children and the issues raised with this animal model may be useful to understand the effect of social interaction in modulating ADHD symptoms.

Neonatal hypoxia

Neonatal hypoxia in rats (postnatal day 1-3) may mimic premature human brain insults. Neonatal hypoxia in rats has been suggested to demonstrate hyperactivity and anatomical and neurochemical abnormalities (Dell’Anna, 1999), which may underlie the hyperactivity. Repeated hypoxia early in neonatal periods produced hyperactivity but not inattention (Oorschot et al., 2007). In contrast, it was observed that rats subjected to subneurotoxic doses of anoxia during the early post-natal life develop behavioral symptoms that are frequently encountered in the inattentive subtype of the ADHD (Casolini et al., 2005). These authors also found that group-I metabotropic glutamate receptor (mGluR) may be involved in the pathophysiology of these symptoms, which might have some importance considering the role of mGluR in dendritic and neural development as well as the regulation of synaptic plasticity including LTP. Neurochemical changes include dopamine, norepinephrine and serotonergic nervous system with emphasis on DA system. Recently, it has been suggested that an antioxidant treatment reversed hyperactivity in hypoxic rats suggesting oxidative insults may underlie the observed neurochemical and neuroanatomical abnormalities (Ujhazy et al., 2006).

6-Hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA)-lesioned rats

Neonatal 6-OHDA-induced damage to rats has long been used as an useful model for ADHD. Neonatal injection of 6-OHDA induced more than 50% decrease in DA contents at 5 weeks with behavioral hyperactivity (Shaywitz et al., 1976), which is reversed by d-amphetamine treatment as in ADHD patients. One of the best thing using this model in ADHD research is that the animals do not show hyperactive behavior in novel environment but develops hyperactivity by repeated testing, which is consistent with human ADHD cases. Not only catecholamines but also serotonergic system was altered by 6-OHDA-induced damage. Serotonin and serotonin transporter binding was increased in striatum (Zhang et al., 2002) and an inhibitor of serotonin transporter or norepinephrine transporter attenuated hyperactivity (Davids et al., 2002). These results suggest that not only DA system but also serotonergic system is involved in the regulation of hyperactive behavior either directly or indirectly via DA system and should be given more attention in developing anti-hyperactive agents for ADHD. In general, this model is considered not showing impulsive behavior, which limits the usefulness of the model. In addition, 6-OHDA-lesioned animal showed almost complete destruction of DA varicosities, while there is no obvious and massive destruction of any nervous system in human ADHD patients. In this sense, it is noteworthy that activation of 5-HT system is observed in 6-OHDA treated animals, especially in the neostriatum (Molina-Holgado, 1994), which again suggest that serotonergic nervous system could be the target of the hyperactivity intervention. Interestingly, destruction of serotonergic nervous system using 5,7-dihydroxytryptamine (5,7-DHT) in 6-OHDA-lesioned rats produced robust increase in locomotor activity, which was attenuated by amphetamine treatment (Kostrzewa et al., 1994). However, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor like fluoxetine has only marginal effects in human ADHD while it reduced hyperlocomotor activity in 6-OHDA-lesioned animal (Davids et al., 2002). These results suggest that there is still long way to go before any generalized conclusion is drawn.

5,7-DHT lesion model

Stereotaxic microinjection of the serotonin neurotoxin 5,7-DHT into the median raphe nucleus showed marked enhancement of a psychotic drug (phencyclidine)-induced locomotor hyperactivity and a disruption of prepulse inhibition in rats (Adams et al., 2008). In addition, although 5,7-DHT (i.c.v.) itself did not affect choice behaviour, it prevented amphetamine-induced decrease in impulsivity, particularly in animals showing a high level of impulsive choice (Winstanley et al., 2004). Even though 5,7-DHT injection destroys more than 85% of serotonergic terminal, it did not produce hyperactivity or impulsiveness per se, which limits the usefulness of the model. However, it should be remembered that different serotonin receptors are involved in subtype selective manners in the regulation of impulsive behavior (which is nicely reviewed in a recent article, Pattij and Vanderschuren, 2008) and the lack of impulsivity in 5,7-DHT model doesn’t necessarily mean that serotonergic system is not involved in impulsivity control.

Cerebellar damage

Reductions in the volume of the cerebellum (Mostofsky et al., 1998) and impairments in cerebellar-dependent eyelink conditioning have been observed in ADHD, which also observed in SHR. Children and adolescents with ADHD have smaller cerebellar volumes, particularly in the posterior-inferior cerebellar vermis (lobules VIII-X).
Altered baseline activity (Zang et al., 2007) and functional activation of the human cerebellar vermis following stimulant administration has also been demonstrated. Even though basal release is not evident, d-amphetamine-induced dopamine release in rat cerebellar vermis was also reported (Glaser et al., 2006). Recently, it has been reported that hemicerebellectomy in rats delays but does not prevent visuo-locomotor associative learning (Mandolesi et al., 2007). Several drugs administered to experimental animals early in life produced ADHD-like symptoms. The antimitotic drug methylazoxymethanol as well as a steroid, dexamethasone, produced mild hyperactivity (Ferguson et al., 1996, Fergusson, 2001). Similarly, cerebellar injury produced by P.O. treatment of trans-retinoic acid for three consecutive days at E11©13 results in hyperactivity of the offspring (Holson et al., 1997). The report of Kimura-Kuroda (2007) showing that ontogenic exposure to PCB elicit cerebellar damage, which replicates some aspects of ADHD symptoms, needs further attention.

Similar lesion study also has been reported for other targets. X-radiation of rats at 2©15 days after birth produces neuronal damage in hippocampus accompanied by hyperactivity, which can be reduced by d-amphetamine treatment (Highfield et al., 1998). Damage to the nucleus accumbens produces hyperactivity and impulsivity without causing inattention. In addition, lesions to subthalamic nucleus caused impairments in visual attention. Simply because these models do not reflect human ADHD etiology, they are not in widespread use.

**Acallosal mouse**

Human ADHD patients show functional and anatomical abnormalities in the communication of two hemispheres (Kayl et al., 2000). It has been suggested that the inbred mouse strain I/LnJ shows total callosal agenesis with complete penetrance, and behavioral features which resemble ADHD (for a review, see Magara et al., 2000). These mice was considered to be impulsive compared to C57BL/6 at the start of the test based on their reduced latency to enter Y-maze in discriminative tasks but unlike ADHD, the latency increased over time. The hyperactive behavior was also observed during the beginning of the session (Magara et al., 2000).

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

Currently, SHR is the most well-accepted animal model of ADHD with many genetic, anatomical and neurochemical features appearing in common with human cases of ADHD. However, obvious discrepancies also exist in this model, not to mention other animal models for ADHD. To minimize misinterpretation of the data, it should be remembered that multiple systems should be examined during the drug screening process as well as investigation of etiology of ADHD using these animal models. Finally, emerging concepts including the involvement of cerebellum in the regulation of ADHD symptoms and the role of serotonergic system in impulsivity and hyperactivity are awaiting new and better animal models, with which we can obtain more detailed information to handle with the debilitating disorder.
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